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 BRANESTI WINE CELLARS  

 

Winery location: Branesti village, Orhei District (about 50 km from Chisinau) 

 

Brănești Wine Cellars lie in a very close vicinity with Orheiul Vechi archeological and historical complex, 
preserving their exclusive wine collection in an old limestone mine. The underground galleries of Branesti 
winery extend over a distance of 70 km km under the ground, with unique tasting halls with sophisticated 
architecture and interior covered with perennial dust that is originally preserved and untouched. The entire 
architecture is built at a depth of 60 meters. 

The winery is specializing in red and white wines, dry and semi-dry wines as well as sparkling wines, which are 

really inviting. But of special demand and interest are the wines like Marsala, Madeira, pastoral wines involving 

special technology in producing them. 

We invite you to take a tour to a “Stone Age” of Branesti cellars. 

                                                  

       The price is given in EUR per 

pers. 

 

Business Days 

 

 

 

Weekends & after 

16.00 

№ 1  Excursion in the cellars 

Duration ≈ 30 min 

20 23 

№ 2  Tour of the complex Stone Age  

Duration ≈ 30 min 

15 17 

№ 3  Excursion in the cellars +Tour of the complex Stone Age  

Duration ≈ 1h 

25 28 

№ 4  Excursion in the cellars +Tour of the complex Stone Age  

Tasting of 3 wines (white, red, sparkling wine) 

Snack (walnuts, crackers), water 

Duration ≈ 1h 30 min 

28 32 
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№ 5  Excursion in the cellars +Tour of the complex Stone Age  

Tasting of 3 wines (white, red, sparkling wine) 

Snack (walnuts, crackers), water 

Lunch (pies, roasted meat with polenta, cheese, sour-cream, 

pickles) 

Duration ≈ 2h 30 min 

32 37 

№ 6 Excursion in the cellars +Tour of the complex Stone Age  

Tasting of 6 wines (white, red, sparkling wine, collection 

wine) 

Snack (walnuts, crackers), water 

Lunch (pies, roasted meat with polenta, cheese, sour-cream, 

pickles) 

Duration ≈ 3h  

37 

 

43 

№ 7 Excursion in the cellars +Tour of the complex Stone Age  

Tasting of 6 wines (white, red, sparkling wine, collection 

wine) 

Snack (walnuts, crackers), water 

Lunch (cheese and meat variety, fresh vegetables, pies,  

roasted meat with polenta, cheese, sour-cream, pickles) 

Souvenir (one bottle of wine or sparkling wine) 

Duration ≈ 3h 

50 58 

 

* The excursions take place in Romanian and Russian  
* Prices are valid from Monday to Friday 
* On weekends are organized tours for the groups of minimum 10 persons, announced at least one day before the visit. 

 

* Children up to 12 years old come free 
* Menu may vary depending on your preferences.    

* The price is indicated in euro/pers and does not include the transportation services.  
 

Reservations are available on incoming@solei.md or by phone +373 22 890900 / +373 60 433 133 
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